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looking forward to this should be very good, but hey who knows. Was going to buy it earlier this week but i did hold off.
Wanted to wait for the reviews but then comes the steam sale !

10\/10 would wait again.. para cuando los dlcs se\u00f1or mikami?. Best DLC ever
Loved it to death <3. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is righteous
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Hehe I paid 25$ for the Season Pass. I am 10hr into my first play thorugh and I am about halfway in the game. I am playing on
survivor to start off with. This is such a good game. And to anyone that has crash issues - UPDATE your PC!
11\/10
Oh one more thing BRING ON ALL THE DLC!. Didn't know you could review a product that haven't been released yet
Edit: Since this is the most viewed and rated review, I thought that I would do a proper review this time.

Edit 2: I bought the Season Pass for 67,500 IDR (or 5,10 USD) and have a powerfull gaming rig capable of playing 1080p
@60fps. I thought I should mention these as they might influanced this review.

In contrast to the main game, referring to Sebastion's 15 chapters campaign, the first piece of the DLC (named "The
Assignment") introduces us to the story of Jully Kidman's campaign, intertwining with Sebastion's campaign.

The Assignment DLC focused on Stealth based this time, starring Jully Kidman's.

Before anything else, I recommend that those who do not enjoy the story and\/or the stealth mechanics in The Evil Within, to
not buy the first piece of the DLC. Kidman's campaign in the DLC (at least in the first DLC) heavily lean on stealth.

Now, as a fan of many types of horror genre, I surprisingly found that I really enjoyed the first DLC. The story told in Kidman's
pespective is really well done. Many of the unresolved story in Sebastion's campaign are well explained in the DLC. This may
anger those who bought the game for the story, as the story doesn't really told well in the main game. I feel that the writting in
the DLC is better than in the main campaign too.

Because of that, I felt more relate to Kidman than I do with Sebastion. Which is a huge deal for me as I don't really relate well to
Sebastion's. She felt more developed compared to Sebastion's background.

Talking about the stealth mechanics now, I got to say that it is really well used now. I enjoyed the tense moments I encountered
with many of the "New Enemies". Stealth is integrated flawlessly, making each time I ran towards the exit running away from
enemies, as I was mashing buttons, very horror inducing indeed. There are many times I thought I was a gonner when I head
towards the exit and it turns out that I made it.

The way the A.I. works is still kind of clunky on some stages, but it didn't bother me really much when you are too paranoid to
even try to "mess" with them.

Level design is improved a lot here. Where you will be teleported from place to place in Sebastion's Campaign, Kidman's
Campaign is a lot more organic this time around. After finishing a stage, you get to move to another stage! I gotta say, I enjoy
this level design more than the main game.

All in all, The first piece of the DLC is a great experience for those who enjoyed the story and\/or the stealth mechanics of The
Evil Within. It has tight mechanics, great level design, cool new enemy design too. And it feels more consistent to me.

Although the downside is that in the later case, where you enjoyed the shooting mechanics of the main game and\/or hate the
story, you will dislike this piece of DLC. It has little to no replayability at all, but it's not a problem as your first playthrough is
chuck full of contents. And for a 67,500 IDR (or 5.10 USD) priced season pass that I got, This 2-3 hours of campaign is worth
every penny (and there are 2 more DLCs to come!).

Even though I bought it for that price, I do recommend paying full price at your regional equivalence. It is a great campaign to
experience and in my opinion, deserve the price tag it puts up. But your mileage may vary depending on personal preference
and, to some extent, PC specs (as this game is a heavy performance chugger) will impact your experience.

Think of this review as a personal opinion of mine :) Do please research a lot before purchasing, as what I may honestly liked,
you guys may not.. Assignment was 9\/10
Consequence was 10\/10
Executioner was 8\/10
all of these dlcs were great and near perfection.. how does the season pass work? do you have to go through the game again?
help. 1. play as the keeper safe head
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2. play as Juli kidman
3. play as Nicole kidman. Since I pre-ordered I had a lot of awesome things to begin with, now I have the season pass! THE
EVIL WITHIN IS COMPLETE! And plenty more badass than ever.. Very good 3 dlc, explain some missing points in the main
game.. I cant wait to the dlc :3. Can't wait to see the rest of the story and to kill as the keeper. I wish my name was Leslie so that
the voice of Shade, aka The Light Woman, could fittingly be my ringtone.
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